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The Listening Program LIVE VIDEO LINK  

Professional Training Course 
Unable to travel? 

Find pre-recorded web based training boring & tedious? 

Enjoy interactive learning? 

Then this is the Course for You! 

Its in real time, you can ask questions, interact with other 

trainees – it will feel like you are in a room together! 
 

 

 

This is a comprehensive course for professionals in the application of The Listening 

Program®, including lecture, discussion, independent study and interactive learning. You 

will acquire the knowledge you need to begin working with this exciting practice for 

improving brain performance. Upon successful completion of this course, learners are 

authorized to offer TLP iPod programs, the Waves® multi-sensory audio system, and more.    

NEXT 2017 LIVE VIDEO LINK DATES 

11th & 12th August 2017 9am to 3.30pm EST  

$395 ($349 early bird)  

$299 Provider Discount or Groups of 3 or more (paid 30 days prior) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Learning 

Objectives and 
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Outcomes:   
• Define and describe the fundamentals that contribute to TLP methodology.   

• Identify and relate the functional mechanisms of the ear, brain, and nervous system 

anatomy to TLP principles.   

• Apply experience from the hands-on demonstration in the application of all TLP 

programs. Explain the comprehensive and proprietary TLP music production 

processes and program development.   

• Define and demonstrate an understanding of TLP terminology.   

• Infer knowledge from case study practicum to personalize TLP protocols for use with 

diverse applications.   

• Describe and give examples of online intake, monitoring, and assessment tools. 

Incorporate all TLP programs in home, school, and clinical settings.   

Completion Requirements:   
Complete all presentation modules.   

Receive a passing score of 80% or higher multiple choice exam.   

After a learner has satisfactorily completed the course, they may use the designation “TLP 

Certified Provider” or “Certified Provider of The Listening Program”  

Level One   
The most widely used series in The Listening Program® LEVEL ONE is flexible; offering a 

foundational to experienced level program for improving brain function and mental abilities 

at any age.   

To accommodate individual listener 

preferences, LEVEL ONE is available in two 

options: music only, or blended with 

beautiful sounds of nature. While many 

prefer to enjoy and focus on the engaging 

music, others, especially children, will 

benefit from the added novelty of listening 

to music and nature sounds together.   

Featuring an extensive library of High Definition  music recordings performed by the 

award-winning Arcangelos Chamber Ensemble, LEVEL ONE is offered in Spatial Surround® 

sound providing a wide variety of listening with a rich tapestry of sound featuring 

compositions by Mozart, Haydn, Vivaldi, and Danzi.   

Level One is arranged in four progressive frequency zones, stimulating different brain areas 

and their related functions during the course of your personalized listening schedule. The 

training emphasis is well balanced across the zones making LEVEL ONE adaptable for people 

of all ages, supporting social & emotional function, auditory processing, communication, 

executive function, creative expression, motor coordination, stress response, self-

awareness, musicality, and more.   



Spectrum   
Sound is everywhere, it's as much a part of our lives as the air we breathe and the food we 

eat.   

Yet many of us become stressed or 

uncomfortable with sounds in our own 

home, school, work, and public places, and 

aren't even aware of it. Negative sound 

exposure has a scientifically proven impact 

on health, sleep, attention, learning, 

communication, listening and more.   

There is an easy and effective solution...  

The Listening Program® SPECTRUM is a foundational program created for children and 

adults with sensory sensitivities in need of a therapeutic intervention, and those listening 

for wellness. SPECTRUM creates a healthy relationship with sound by training the brain with 

pleasing evidence-based music which can improve brain processing of sound, reduce 

sensory sensitivities, and help people find comfort and safety in their environment.   

Featuring an extensive library of High Definition music recordings performed by the award-

winning Arcangelos Chamber Ensemble, SPECTRUM is offered in Spatial Surround® sound 

providing a wide variety of listening with a rich tapestry of sound featuring compositions by 

Mozart, Haydn, Vivaldi, and Danzi.   

Spectrum is arranged in four progressive frequency zones, stimulating different brain areas 

and their related functions during the course of your personalized listening schedule. The 

training emphasis is in the lower frequency music of the green zone supporting social & 

emotional functions, motor coordination, stress response, sensory processing, and more 

Achieve   
Success is within our reach. It's in our nature to develop ourselves and accomplish what we 

set our minds to do.   

    

Those who attain their goals, and fully 

realize their potential: develop their 

ability to focus, listen, learn, 

communicate, plan, organize, and 

manage time, all while increasing their 

skills, imagination, creativity, motivation 

and persistence.   

   

There is a practical and effective tool for  success...The Listening Program® Achieve is an 

intermediate to experienced level program developed for older children, teens, and adults 

seeking changes in learning, communication, and peak performance. Achieve increases 

mental performance by training the brain with motivating evidence based music which 



provides a "work enhancing" effect to help people achieve in areas of their life where 

performance matters most— family, school, career, and personal endeavours.   

    

Achieve is arranged in four progressive frequency zones, stimulating different brain areas 

and their related functions during the course of your personalized listening schedule. The 

training emphasis is in the middle to higher frequency music of the orange and red zones 

supporting auditory processing, communication, executive function, creative expression, 

personal development, increased energy, motivation, musicality, consciousness, and more.   

    

Waves   
Get the most from your listening with Waves™, the multi-sensory audio system optimized 

for The Listening Program.   

Waves enhances the delivery of Spectrum, 

Level One, Achieve and inTime by using the 

two natural modes of hearing—through 

your ears (air conduction) and through your 

head (bone conduction)— offering a 

deeper, more immersive listening 

experience than conventional headphones 

can provide. Not only does the Waves 

system make your daily listening more enjoyable, it accelerates and   

expands the benefits of your listening practice. It has been custom designed especially for 

The Listening Program®.   

Following completion trainees may be eligible to join private 

mentoring provider group with Tracey Butler. Enquire today  

07 3899 9782 as limited places are available.    
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REGISTRATION FORM     
 

Full Name:         Today’s Date:     

 

Email Address:              

 

Business or Site Name:             

 

Address:              

 

City:                            State:                   Post code                           Phone:   

 

 

Profession or Degree:      
 Speech & Language Pathologist  Counsellor   Sound Therapist    

 Audiologist   Psychologist   Music Therapist    

 Occupational Therapist   Behavioural Specialist   Music Instructor    

 Physical Therapist   Child Development Specialist  Physician 

 Teacher  Neurofeedback Therapist  Other   

If you do not meet the pre-requisites, certain exceptions are made on an individual basis for those who 

can demonstrate equivalent experience. In this situation, please email Tracey Butler 

tracey@links2learning.com.au  or call us 07 3899 9782.  International callers please phone +61 7 

3899 9782 

 

Payment Details 
$395 Full Tuition 
$349 Early Bird if paid 30 days prior  

$299 Certified Provider or Group Discount ( 3 or more) if paid 30 days prior 
 
If registering more than one person, please provide their details as well– and advise us it’s 
a group booking (3 or more)  
 
Please make payment by direct deposit or credit card:  
 Direct Transfer   Links To Learning  BSB:   064-103 ACC #  1030-3017 
 Mastercard   
 Visa 

mailto:tracey@links2learning.com.au


 
Card Number: 

                

 
Exp Date:      

    

     
CCV:        

   

 
AMOUNT $__________ 
 
 
SIGNATURE ____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 

Cancellation Policy 

 

Certification Course Start-up and 2 Day Intensive  
Cancellations must be made in writing. Pre-paid registration, refundable less $100.00. No refunds will be made 

less than two weeks prior to a selected training course. Links To Learning reserves the right to cancel any 

training course with due cause and a full refund will be made on any paid registration, or the opportunity to 

complete training as web based option.  

 

Transfer Policy  
Transfer requests will be considered if received in writing no later than four weeks prior to the registered event. 

If the transfer request is granted, the registrant must pay the $75 transfer fee plus the difference between the 

event costs, if any. In addition, the event transfer must occur within the same calendar year as the original 

registered event. Multiple transfers are not allowed.  

 

Minimum Course Pre-requisites  
By registering for a training course, you agree and certify that you meet the pre-requisites of being a qualified 

professional with a minimum of a Bachelor's or Master's Degree in a health, therapeutic, education or music 

field. You understand that if you do not meet the minimum requirements that ABT has outlined, ABT has the 

right to revoke your certification and a refund will not apply.  

 


